WHEN TO TELL YOUR
STUDENT ABOUT
DISABILITY RESOURCES

INFOGRAPHIC BY ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER
Here at Rowan University, we care about our students. We want them to
be aware of the available resources on campus designed to help them
not only survive college, but thrive! Not every student is aware of the
Academic Success Center Disability Resources. If you see a student
struggling, take the time to reach out and talk to them about it.

POOR GRADES
Has your A+ student started to turn
in F- work? Has your most engaged
student repeatedly failed tests &
quizzes? Is there a student who is
missing just about everything on the
syllabus?

MEDICAL
DOCUMENTS
Have a student trying to offer you
medical documents as explanation
and don't know what to do with
them? Direct them to Disability
Resources because we do!

MISSING CLASS
Did a student suddenly stop
showing up to class without

DISTRESSED &
STRUGGLING
Students are known for complaining

withdrawing? Has a student

about homework, but take a minute

repeatedly shown up late or left

to check in on your class. Is anyone

early?

visibly upset? A little too frustrated?
Asking you a million questions just
to keep up?

UNEXPECTED
EMERGENCY

REACHING OUT
Your student may be self aware

A concussion is an unexpected

enough to be able to reach out to

emergency. A broken leg is an
unexpected emergency. A car crash
is a -- you guessed it! Let your
student know there are TEMPORARY

you. They may know what's wrong,
they may not. We here at Disability
Resources want to figure this out

ACCOMMODATIONS, too.

together!

THANK YOU
As a professor, we know you are busy. We know you may have
hundreds of students. We also know how big an impact you can have
on your students, especially those most in need of your guidance. With
your help, our Rowan students can become the best students we know
they can be!
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